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overall struggle in its present stage is national in character
—for liberation—and the struggles of the overwhelmingly

To Hit imperialism in Africa

African working class at tJiis point serve the national

March onWhiteHouse

movements are the closest allies of the multi-national

liberation struggle. Here the overall struggle is a class
one—for proletarian revolution—and the national

AfricanLiberation Day!

working class. And it is only through the victory of
this united struggle against capitalism and the establish
ment of socialism that the oppression of Blacks and all
oppression in the U.S. can be eradicated.

Despite these differences, the bonds of facing a com
mon enemy and national oppression are very real, and
are the basis for a deeper understanding of imperialism
and its role in southem Africa and in the U.S. For in

The tremendous upsurge of struggle in 2mbabwe,

stance the life experience of the masses of Black peo

Namibia and Azania makes African Liberation Day tiiis

ple shows how the ruling class maintains and relies on

national oppression in this country to increase its pro

year an event of the highest importance. Witfi the liberction forces drawing nearer to victory and the rulers
of the two superpowers, the U.S. and tiie USSR, each
trying desperately to wind up as the top plunderer of

fits, divide the people and preserve its rule. It is not

difficult to demonstrate that this is exactly what the
rulingclass is doing in South Africa and tiiat it is no
more likely to abandon national oppression there than

the peoples of southern Africa, the situation demands^
a powerful African Liberation Day. At the same time
there is fertile ground for building an ongoing move

it has been in the U.S.

ment of support for African liberation—the sentiments

and national oppression makes it possible to mobilize

of large numbers of Americans, especially but by no
means exclusively Blacks, lie increasingly in opposition
to the savagery of the system of white minority rule

more people and forge a stronger struggle, not only in
the Black community but in the ranks of all those who
have re ason to hate-the ruling class and its crimes.

Posing the question in terms of fighting imperialism
-

and with the masses of people in southern Africa.
Hit Role of Both Superpowers

This year African Liberation Day, May 28, will cen
ter on a march on the White House, called by the Afri

aimed at making ALD a battle against the ruling class,
a battle involving the broadest possible numbers of

In exposing the U.S. imperialists and building the
struggle against them, it is crucial not to let the New
Czars of the USSR slip by. It is very dangerous to

people.

overreact to the repulsive example of the October

can Liberation Day Coalition. The demonstration is

League, the Workers Viewpoint Organization and

The central theme of the demonstration and the

others who use the formula "opposing both superpow

campaign to build it is "Fight Imperialism and Nation
al Oppression from the USA (Union of South Africa)

ers" to cover their fundamental agreement with the

to the USA (United States of America)." There are

U.S. ruling class that the real enemy is the Soviet
Union. Both superpowers are targets for the fire of

also three specific slogans designed to serve as rallying

African Liberation Day has become an important part

cries for the demonstration: "Victory to the People of
Southern Africal","Down with White Minority Rule!"
and "U.S. Out of Southern Africa-Superpowers Hands

of the campaign to expose the imperiaiists'role in Afri-ca and build support among the people of the U.S. for
tl}e struggle fo drive the imperiaiists from the continent.

those who want to support the struggle for African

has spread confusion, causing many people to wonder

southern Africa and because this is the U.S., which

if the U.S. can feally play a progressive role there.

means that the working class and its allies have both

Off!"

The recently formed coalition already involves a
number of revolutionary and anti-imperialist groups

and individuals, many of whom have played an Impor
tant role in the Black struggle in this country. Among
them are the majority of active chapters of the African
Liberation Support Committee: Ethridge Knight, poet
and author; Abdul Alkalimat, Peoples College; Vicki
Garvin, former co-chairman of the National Negro
(jbor Council; and Bid Hampton, brother of martyred
Black Panther leader Fred Hampton. Tapson Mawere,
chief North American representative of ZANU, and a

representative of the Pan Africanlst Congress of Aza
nia have committed themselves to address the rally.

Even though time is short and there are many ques
tions to be resolved, African Liberation Day 1977 and

the campaign to build it are being taken up as a critical
part of a larger task, the building of a broad social
movemer^ in solidarity with the liberation strug
gles in southern Africa. The beginnings of such a move
ment have existed for several years as showff by the an
nual celebration of African Liberation Day since the be

ginning of the decade, the protests around Rhodesian
chrome imports and similar actions. Now, with the
growth of the struggle in southern Africa has come a

corresponding development in the spontaneous senti
ments of people here, manifested in demonstrations

at banks selling gold Krugerrands (a desperate attempt

The fact is that U.S. corpomions have raked in bil

lions from their mines, factories^ plantations and other

liberation-although it is necessary for us in this coun
try to put particular emphasis on the U.S., both because
it is the currently dominant superpower in white-ruled

the obligation and the opportunity to do the maximum
possible damage to "our own" bourgeoisie.
All the same, the situation in southern Africa today

investments in these countries and the U.S. government

has been the most important international backer of

can't really be understood without understanding the

the minority governments. Now when things look

contention of the two superpowers to control the area.

shaky and their profits and other stakes are threatened,
they want to "bring stability to the situation"-prefer
ably through some "negotiated" compromise that
grants the African people a few more rights while keep
ing white minority rule intact. Failing that, they are
seeking and grooming potential puppets with black

While Europe remains the focus of superpower conten
tion, southern Africa is where it is sharpest at this

skins to take the place of Vorster, Ian Smith and com
pany.

Basis for Common Struggle

''

•point, as shown by the recent events in Angola where
U.S.-Soviet "detente" was thrown aside in favor of

open armed conflict, with South African and Cuban
troops used as proxies. Both superpowers are trying

to pose as "friends" of the African people in order to
gain influence in the liberation movements, ice out the
competition and continue to plunder the area in the
future. Powerful support movements in the U.S. and
^elsewhere are concrete aid to the liberation movements

Key to exposing the real nature and plans of Carter,
Young and the class they serve is bringing out the real
relationship that underlies and gives rise to feelings of
"■ solidarity between American Blacks and the freedom
fighters of southern Africa. Although historical roots
play a role, they are far from everything. And it is
definitely not the case, as some say, that there Is an in
nate spiritual bond.

The relationship is based on the fact that the strug

in hewing to the difficult path of self-reliance in their
struggle, and raising slogans and doing propaganda
which exposes the role of the superpowers gives this

additional emphasis.
Unite All Who Can Be United

The point of the political line and slogans of the
African Liberation Day Coalition is precisely to unite

by South Africa to bail out of its economic difficulties),
actions against corporations and colleges with interests

gle of Black people in the U.S. and of the southern Af
ri can people is against a common enemy—U.S. imper

all who can be united in solidarity with ^e peoples of
southern Africa and in struggle against imperialism and

and investments in the apartheid system, protests at •,

ialism—and both suffer national oppression with cer

national oppression. The march on the White House will

sports and cultural events with South African partici

tain similar forms—segregation and discrimination.

be built among all sections of the people, with particular

pation, meetings and conferences in schools and com
munities to learn about and pledge support to the

But the situations are far from identical.

Continued on page 13

There, the

South African struggle.
There are three important and closely related as

pects to building a campaign and a movement in sup
port of African liberation. The first is educational'
work among the masses, the second is the collection
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of material aid for the liberation forces and the third

is hitting

imperialists with demonstrations and the

like. The last task also contributes substantially to the
first wo. Struggle drives home the points made in var
ious forms of educational work, and the best form of

material aid people in this country can offer the liber
ation forces in Africa is cutting away the freedom of

the capitalists and the government to maneuver in Afri
ca,intervene militarify and so on.

the
COMMUNBT
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The second Issue of the Communist is now avail

Of the RevokOionaiy Conmnsi Party, USA

able. Among others it contains timely articles on the
Black national question. If you have not yet gotten

I On (he RatatkxMriv Between the ForcM
and fWelionn ot Produdion and the '

Expose U.S. Imperialism

Bate and Superstructure
Comtwxsm Not Pan Africanism tt the

To build a broad social movement and bring into

motion all progressive forces,it is necessary to carry

on agitation and propaganda, particularly in conjunc
tion with real struggle, in order to help the masses of

people develop a good understanding of what is really
happening in southern Africa. President Carter and
his UN ambassador and fellow mouthpiece for the

capitalists, Andrew Voung, are trying to stand reality

previous administrations' more or less open support of
the white settler/egiiries in Rhodesia and South Africa

with articles on:

-Commodities, Capitalism, Class Divisiohs-and
their Abolition with the Achievement of Commun

Guide toS<w>ahstflevolu(kxi artd

ism.

Black Liberation

-Social-Imperialism and Social-Democracy, Cover-

Reformist and Revolutionary Views at

Up of Capitalism in the USSR (or How Martin

Anatomy o< a Puerie LeftisI Sect

Socialism in the Soviet Union)

Caprtaiist ^risis

Nicolaus and the October League Have "Restored''
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Living Socialism artd Dead DogmaBam
7h« Profitarfan Line inrl the Sltugfls A^eiriR

Ovtwrluriiim on lh« NaltonjI QimtMn in th« U.S.

on its head by badmouthing apartheid and talking up
the U.S. as the potential saviour of the people of the
southern African countries. The seeming contrast with
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Zaire •••

Imperialist Splitting ancl Subverting

;;

Continued from page 1
its actual dirty work, so too the U.S. is trying to work
through various African and European countries as
well as by tiirect intervention.
U.S. shipments to Zaire during.the invasion has so
far only amounted to $15 million, according t· o the
Carter administration. But these figures should be jud
ged in the light of recent revelations that U.S. military
hardware funneled through Zaire to the U.S.-backed
factions during the Angolan civil war amount to many
times the few million that was officially announced,
since it induded such tricks as listing the value of
automatic pistols supplied to the Mobutu ,government
at $5 each, and so on. Certainly Morocco's offe.r to
send troops to aid Mobutu was American-inspired, to
say the least, even without spe_culating on what the
U.S. government might have promised Morocco in
return. And once again, there have been ads.iA -the pa
pers-such as the Fresno Bee (Calif.)-for Americam
mercemaries to fight in Zaire.
Both superpowers have tried to maintain a low PTO
file in this-conflict and to basically hide what's going
on. The U.S. government had UN Ambassador Andrew
Young running around telling the public that "we
shoulcin't get uptight" about "a few communists" in
Africa, while of course the U.S. government was �p
tight as hell and scrambling like mad to find ways to
intervene in Zaire without letting it show.
Tnis current Soviet-backed invasion is almost an
exact rerun of previous Western imperialist maneuvers
there, showing that these latecomers to the imperialist
scene have learned their lessons well.
Zaire is one of the biggest and richest countries in·
black Africa and its location in the middle of the con
tinent is quite strategic. Until only 17 years ago, it
was owned outright by Belgium, which, looted its cop•
per, diamonds and cobalt, using the virtual slave labor
of Africans. This oppression led to one' of tl�e most
powerful revolutionary upsurges in Africa up to that
time. The Belgiums were forced to grant formal inde•
pendence to the country they'd once arrogantly called
"the Belgian Congo."
A new government born in this struggle, led by
Patrice !,.1:1mumba, moved to take back the country
from tt1e Belgium imperialists ahd nationalize its mines
so that the labor of the people could go to build up
their country and not to make European exploiters

ALD ...
Continued from page 2
phasis on groups like youth and students who have al
ready been in some motion around the question. It is
natural that Blacks �ill tem.i to, I.le most responsive to
the campaign, but a clearl¥ multi-national demonstra
tion will noJ only make for the most powerful blow at
the bourgeoisie, bui also show in pr-actice the possibili
ty and desirability of multi-national unity.
The question of uniting all w.ho can be united is par·
ticularly sharp because there an� other forces IN't>th their
own plans for African Liberation Day.
One such is a motley array of dogmatist forces clus
tered around tne Workers Viewpoint Organization,
whic.h has been doing its utmost to split and wreck the
African Liberation Support Committee for some time
now. WVO's ambitior:i openly stated in its press is to
turn ALSC int0 a "propaganda organization 0f the ad
vanced" where WVO can "discover and train" "ad
vanced elements" and drag °th£m out of the struggle to
swell its scanty ranks .
It is in this spirit that WVO has addressed the ques
tion of Afriean Liberation Day this yf!ar. First, they
oppose the very idea of a broad coalition (and the sec
tarian practices they have promoted in ALSG have ob
jectively hurt ALSC's reputation with othe,- forces with
whom unity rnight be possible). The main activitv they
ro 1Jose for ALD is not struggle against imperialism,

This situation was more than the imperialists could
sland. The Belgian big capitalists hired the police
force of the province of Katanga, where the mines are
located, and with European officers threw together a
mercenary army to break off the province from the
rest of the country and keep it for Belgium. The U.S.
ruling class, which wanted to replace Belgium, backed
a so-calleq "United Nations" force to put a stop to the
Katanga breakaway and at the same time put clown
the revolution led by Lumumba and bring the whole
country under U.S. cmntrol. In the UN, the Soviet
\
Unien went along with the U.S.
Lumumba had eme!jjed as one"Of the main �epre
.
semtatives of the African peoples in their fight for in
depen€lence and liberation. But faced with the imme
diate necessity of putting down the gowerful Belgian•
backed force in Katanga in order,Jo keep his country
from being torn apart, he underestimated the imperial•
ist nature of the U.S., which at that time was trying
to use the fact tha� it had no outright colonial posses
sions in Africa, to pose as a "friend" of the African
people in their struggle to win independence from the
European colonialists.
A bitter lesson was learned in the Congo. Although
the Katanga secessioA was defeated, Lurnumba was
murdered-with the complicity of the CIA, according
to recent revelations in the bourgeois press-and lJ.S.
imperialism took u'p where the Belgians hacl left off,
with Belgium as its junior partner in the loot.
Sihce then, Zaire (as it was named �nder Mobutu)
has become the' most important black pro-U.S. govern
ment in Africa, with the most U.S. investment, the
most U.S. "aid" and the biggest CIA station in black
Africa. From all this it's plain to see why the LJ.S.
government doesn't want to call attention to what
it's.up to in Zaire-and it's for sure that the U.S. im
perialists are trying to use the Soviet-backed invasion
to make Zaire even more depen'dent on the U.S.
How the� former Katanga mercenar-ies ended up
in the pay of the USSR is a real exgosure of the na•
ture and hypocrisy of the Soviet social-imperialists
and ttleir flunkies.

service Prensa Latina, claimed one week that these
mercenaries had been "politicized" (by which il can
be guessed that they mean won over) by their "exper
iences" in Angola; then the nex1! week turned around,
and, forgetting this claim, made the contradictory as
sertion that most of the original l<atanga mercenaries
had died and that "the majority of the current from
fighters are young men" -presumably pure of the past
history of the Katanga mercenary army.
The tactics of splitting and subverting have been
used again ,and again b:i, the impe�ialists. The Belgaln
imperialist s tried to exploit the question of Katanga
for their own ends in the ·early sixties to oppose the real
liberation of the people. In the late sixties in Nigeria,
the imperialists tried to exploit the question of the prov•
ince of Biafra to split it way under imperialist contrel.
Tue most outstanding exarnple is Bar:igladesh, where
in the early 1970s the Soviet Union backed India in
wresting away the eastern portion of Pakistan and set
ting up a new l-OUntry the-re under Indian confroJ. At
that lime, many people were confused about the sit·
uation, because the masses of people in East Pakistan
had been rising in revolt against the Pakistani govern
ment and righteously so. But the main aspect of the
establishment of Bangladesh was that it was born out
of Indian aggression and the power grab of social-im•
perialism in that region. The nature of the Banglaclesh
government which emerged from this aggression, and
the e_xgloitation and oppression of the masses there,
can leave ·little doubt in retrosp.ect about the, reaction
ary nature of this so-called act of "libeTation." Al
thougfi the Bangladesh government which emerged as
a satellite of India and the USSR has since been over•
thrown, recent developments in the region don't
change the nature of those original events.
Does it l,furt or Help Imperialism?

After their defl)at, the Katanga mercenaries fl'ed
across-the border into neighboring Angola, at that
time ruled by Portugal, where they found �mployment
fighting tor the Portuguese against the Angolan libera
tion movement. _,Then, in the fall of 1975, after the
Portuguese were defeated, a�d on the eve of the date
set for the eountry's independence, these mercenaries
were hi red on by the pro-Soviet forces within the
MPLA to attack the other liberation groups. Shortly
after, the l<atangese forces were joined by Cuban troops
in driving to bring Angola under the Soviet heel.
- Now, as the Katanga mercenaries have once again
crossed back into Zaire and are engaged in an all-out
war with the Mobutu government, tffo Soviets and
their friends in the world are hailing these forces
which call thenJselve_s the "C0�go National liberatioA
Front"-as "liberators," when in fact they have always
-served reaction and of course still do.
To explain away the history of these forces, the
pro-Soviet pr�ss anci some le'Ss openly pro-Soviet (but
very loudly Ji)ro·Cuban) types are claiming that the
Katanga mercenaries have 1=hang�� in cha_ racter. The
weekly Guardian, which often uses the Cuban press

The lesson of all this reaffirms the Marxist position
summed up by Stalin in appraising the maneuvers 0f
the imperialists in the oppressed countries half a cen
tury ago. 'Ihese situations, he said, have to be >$een
"from the point of view of the actual results, as shown
by the general balance sheet of the struggle against
imperialism, that is to say. 'not in is�ation, but on a
world scale.' "
The Soviets are on the move in Africa, trying to use
the armed liberation struggles as an opening for their
own intervention, and as Angola prove.d, the meddling
-'Of {he USSR, like the meddling of the U.S., brings
onty setbacks for the revolutionary struggle. In the
context of the situation in Africa as a whole and the
impedalist·s' aims there, the i/wasion of Zaire is a dan
gerous threat to the overall struggle and a dangerous
precedent for more of the same. The trampling on
the independence of countries which have 10-ng been
victimized by imperialism is a foul crime n,o matter wha1
banner it is cloaked in.
F�om the point of view of tne situation within
Zaire i'tself, if the current reactionary regime is re
placed by another pro-imperialist regime whose power
is established thro1,1gh force of invasion, this too would
be a setback in the conditions for the revolutLonary
struggle in Zaire, a sJruggle which is sure to end in the
·overthrow of all of imperialism's servants, in�luding
the present regime.
From this point of view-from the question of
whether it actually advances or goes against the strug
gle of the peoJi)le of Zaire, Africa and the whole world
against the imperialist system and the two sup�rpowers
who head it up, this invasion of Zaire is completely
reactionary and must be opposed.

.
but a two day conference
to discuss why the �oviet
Union is the main danger to the people of southern Af
rica and the whoJe world! WVO's aim is to establish
this theory-which amounts to nothing bot social chaa
vinism in the U.S.-as· an ALSC principle and to use it
as a lever to drive out of ALSC any forces which ·are
not subordinate to them. The best answer to this at, tem13ted sabotage of ALSC and African Liberation Day
will be a large and powerful demonstration which, as a
byprodu'Ct, will further expose and discredit WVO's
poisonous prand of "Marxism-Leninism."
Far more significant in this year's ALO are various
P-an-Africanist forces, chief among them the All Afri
can Peoples Revolutionar,y Party (AAPRP) headed by
Stokely Carmichael. Pan Africanism is a bou�geois
theory which holds that there is some common spiri
tual bond of "Africanness" among all people of African
descent which is stronger and more real than bonds of
nationality and class. To the extent to w)'lich it draws
young Blacks into anti-imJi)erialist struggle, there is cer
tainly a oasis for uniting with �an•Africanist forces,
while struggling for ancl cieveloping the correct line,
without which the movement wifl invariably wind up
in a dead end.
· The AAPRP has als called a demonstration for
Washington on May 2 th. Carmichael h�s thus far tried
n the grip of AAPRP and has
to keep ALD entirely/,
not sought to unittt with any of the ot�•1er forces active
_
_
or potentially active'areuncl African Liberation Day.
wants one of the major themes of ALO to
The AAPRP
.
be that only with Africa "united under a socialist gov
ernment" can blacks�hroughout the world, including
especially tile U.S., have a "national home." This

nationalist appeal not only will tend to alienate many
from other nationalities and b1/ obscuring the actual
·relationship between'the situation and struggle in sou•
them Africa and the U.S., fail to mobilize the Slack
masses to the fullest, but it also doe. s not concentrate
the fire of ALO on the target of U.S. imperialism.
Carmichael's proclamation that the march is in sup•
countries,"
port, among other thiogs, of the "socialist
. \
.
including the USSR, Cuba and so on, is a big obsqiole
to a united action. It is not only sectarian-it would
be incorrect to make support even for the {/enuine
socialist countries in any'way a condition for taking
part in ALD-but worse still it holds up as a friend dne
of the two main enemies of the African people.
Unity with the forces around AAPRP would contri
bute to a strong Af�ican Liberation Day, but it is by
no means a precondition for a powerful demonstration.
The campaign building up to May 28 is alread1/ well
underway and will be escalating in coming �eeks with
stepped•up 0rganizing, actions to turn the spotlight
on the ro.le of U.S. banks, corporations and schools in
plundering southern Africa and suJi)porting the white
settler g0vernrnents there. Hundreds of thousands of
people will become aware of African Liberation Day,
and deepen their understanding of the struggle in
1
s0uthern Africa. This will strengthen the base fo�
building a broad social movement in solidarity with
the liberation struggle there, while the core of such a
movement rs forged stronger, in the actual ALO demon
stration as thousands march to the White House, turn·
ing their anger and understanding into ,..;,,n, fighting
a battle against imperialism and hd
,(n�sion in
Durban and D.C. alike. ■
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